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Solar Responsive Façade in an Urban Environment
Cheriyah Wilmot & Phillip Anzalone AIA
Department of Architectural Technology, New York City College of Technology, CUNY
Abstract
Due to the high energy consumption in cities like New York, I am
designing a shading system to be retrofitted on an existing façade
that responds to external thermal conditions. I’ve conceptualized
the functions of the shading system to either block/allow sunlight
and analyzed its effectiveness in terms of energy use and
illuminance in comparison to the modeled office space. Materials
will be explored as well as how it’ll function in the future.

Introduction
In major urban cities, more than 50% of Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
emissions produced come from buildings. Besides the energy we use
in the interior, the building façade is another key consumer (Schittich)
Shading is an ecological aspect of a building skin that affects the need
for HVAC and artificial lighting systems in the interior.

Illuminance Analysis

Hypothesis
I expect to create a solar responsive façade that aids in reducing
carbon emissions through shading while providing a view to the
exterior environment.

Methodology
Preliminary Sketches conceptualize the basic functionality of the
shading system:
 Operation: Top louvres admit solar rays while the bottom
louvres block it on a central axis.
 Sun Direction: The admittance/blockage adapts to the angle
of the sun throughout the day.
 Protection: Bottom louvres are 7’ high to protect human
user and only admit overhead daylight when neccessary.
Insight in Revit was used to calculate Energy Use Intensity via an
energy model. It was also used to conduct a lighting analysis in the
parameters of illuminance during the summer/winter solstice.

The graphs below showcase the illuminance of the two spaces on
June 21st and December 21st; the highest and lowest declination angle
of the sun at 9:00 A.M. It shows the intensity of light through the unit
of measurement, Lux.
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Images courtesy of Revit.

Energy Use Intensity (EUI)
EUI evaluates the energy consumption of a space within one year per
unit floor area. (Autodesk) Measured in kWh/m^2/yr. Below is the
total EUI of the areas as well the south-facing glass and shading
individual data.
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The curtain-walled office is modeled as six surfaces, with the
dimensions 12’x12’x12’ (length x width x height). The following graph
shows the materials used for analysis:
Parameter

Value

Glazing

Double Pane Clear- Low E

Interior Walls

Frame partition with ¾ gypsum board

Ceiling

8 in. lightweight concrete ceiling

Floor

Passive floor, no insulation

Mullions

2.5” x 5” Aluminum

Selected References
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Images courtesy of Revit.

Discussion

Perspective View

Preliminary Sketches

Our findings show that the shading system has been effective in
deterring illuminance from the sun and energy consumption. Future
research will look into the mechanics of the shading system in order to
produce a prototype for real-world applications. Additionally, this
system could be modified to become modular to adapt different
openings with possible portability.
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